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Abstract
We construct a spectral sequence which relates the Bredon (co)homology groups of a group
G with respect to two di4erent families of subgroups of G satisfying certain restrictions. This
allow us to obtain bounds for the (co)homological dimensions of G and to construct a Lyndon–
Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence in Bredon (co)homology.
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1. Introduction
Let R be a commutative ring of coe=cients and F a family of subgroups of a group
G. By OFG we denote the orbit category associated to F. The Bredon (co)homology
groups of G associated to F with coe=cients (contra)covariant functors from OFG
goes back to Bredon [2] and can be deAned in a purely algebraic form without any
assumption on F (see [5]). Then, we may deAne the (co)homological dimension of G
with respect to F (we recall explicitly these deAnitions and the rest of the notation in
the Arst section). In the particular case when F is closed under conjugation and taking
subgroups, there is a G-CW -complex EF such that for any H6G, EFH is empty if
H ∈ F and contractible otherwise. LDuck has shown (see [3]) that if R=Z (ring of the
integers), EF is G-homotopy equivalent to a G-CW -complex of dimension max(3; n)
for n the Bredon cohomological dimension of G with respect to F.
In this paper, we consider two di4erent families of subgroups of G together with
a special kind of functor 	: OFG → OHG between the corresponding orbit categories.
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By assuming two conditions on 	, we construct two spectral sequences (in terms of
Bredon (co)homology groups of G with respect to H and of the subgroups S ∈H with
respect to the family F∩S={L∩S: L∈F}) converging to the (co)homology groups of
G with respect to the family F. For G a Anite group and in the particular case when
F and H are subgroup closed the cohomology spectral sequence can also be obtained
from a result by Slominska [8]. The spectral sequences are constructed in Section 3.
The remainder of the paper will be devoted to looking at consequences of the existence
of the spectral sequences. First, we obtain bounds for the (co)homological dimensions
of G with respect to F. We also consider some possible change of families which does
not a4ect Bredon (co)homology too much. In Section 4 we deduce the existence of a
Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence associated to a normal subgroup N /G in
Bredon (co)homology. The consequences of this spectral sequence to cohomological
dimensions have already been obtained by LDuck, although topologically (cf. [4]). In
the last section, we consider one more particular case when our conditions hold, that
is, when F = {1} and therefore the spectral sequence relates Bredon with ordinary
(co)homology.
2. Preliminaries and notation
Let F be a set of subgroups of G. We call F a family if it is closed under conjugation
with elements of G. Note that we do not make the common assumption that F is
subgroup closed. The following basic deAnitions can be found in [3,5], we use the same
notation as in [5]. The orbit category OFG is the category which has left coset spaces
G=H with H ∈F as objects and G-maps as morphisms. By ModFG we denote the
category of contravariant functors C: OFG → R-Mod and by G-ModF the category of
covariant functors D: OFG → R-Mod. Both are abelian categories and their objects are
referred to as contra or co-F-modules, respectively. If g: G=H → G=L is a morphism
in OFG, we write g∗ and g∗, respectively, for the induced morphisms g∗:(G=L) →
C(G=H) and g∗: D(G=H) → D(G=L). Note that in these categories morphisms are
natural transformations, we put HomF(B; C) =MorOFG(B; C).
Let K ∈F. By an abuse of notation we denote the elements of G=K as elements of
G. Put (PGK)(−) for the free R-module generated by the G-maps G=(−) → G=K , that
is,
PGK (−) = RMorOAllG(−;G=K) = R〈g∈G=K : (−)g6K〉;
where All is the family of all subgroups of G. PGK is a contra-F-module. Moreover,
if K ∈F, then PGK is projective (a module P ∈ModFG is projective if the functor
HomF(P;−) is exact).
The modules PGK together with a Yoneda Lemma provide the existence of enough
projectives in ModFG. Then, one may deAne in the standard way cohomology and
Ext-functors. We use the notation
cdFG = projective dimension of R in ModFG;
where R is the constant functor R(G=H) = R for any H ∈F.
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By the symbol ⊗ we denote tensor products over R, that is, ⊗R. Given modules
C ∈ModFG and D∈G-ModF, we may deAne their tensor product over F as
C ⊗F D =
∑
H∈F
C(G=H)⊗ D(G=H)= ∼;
where ∼ denotes the equivalence relationship given by g∗c ⊗ d ∼ c ⊗ g∗d. As in the
case of ordinary RG-modules, projectives are Lat (P in ModFG is Lat if the functor
P⊗F—is exact). So we may deAne homology and Tor-functors. We put
hdFG = Lat dimension of R in ModFG:
We also may deAne tensor products of F-modules over R in the obvious way, that is,
for B; C ∈ModFG, (B⊗ C)(G=H) = B(G=H)⊗ C(G=H).
Next, assume that we have two groups G and H and two families, F of subgroups
of G and H of subgroups of H . We deAne a (F;H)-bimodule M to be a bifunctor
M : OFG × OHH → R-Mod contravariant in the Arst component and covariant in the
second. Note that we are deAning it just the other way around with respect to [3, 9.14].
Given a (F;H)-bimodule M and A in ModHH , we have a contra-F-module A ⊗H M
given by
(A⊗H M)(G=L) = A(−)⊗H M (G=L;−):
Also, if D∈G-ModF, then M ⊗F D∈H -ModH is deAned as
(M ⊗F D)(H=S) =M (−; H=S)⊗F D(−)
and if C ∈ModFG, then HomF(M;C)∈ModHH with
(HomF(M;C))(H=S) = HomF(M (−; H=S); C):
Let 	: OFG → OHH be a functor, we will write 	(L) instead of 	(G=L) for L∈F.
We denote by P	 the (F;H)-bimodule which sends L∈F and S ∈H to
P	(G=L; H=S) = PHS (H=	(L)) = RMorOAllH (H=	(L);H=S) = R〈g∈H=S: 	(L)g6S〉:
Associated to 	 we also have a restriction functor res	: ModHH → ModFG (and the
same for covariant modules) which is simply composition with 	.
Finally, let S6G, we write F∩ S = {L∩ S: L∈F}. We have then an orbit category
OF∩S S and the corresponding categories of modules.
3. The spectral sequences
Throughout this section, B and C will denote modules in ModFG, D a module in
G-ModF and A in ModHH . Again, F and H are two families of subgroups of G and
H , respectively, and 	: OFG → OHH is a functor between the corresponding orbit
categories.
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a (F;H)-bimodule. There is a natural isomorphism
(A⊗H M)⊗F D ∼= A⊗H (M ⊗F D):
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Proposition 3.2. There are natural isomorphisms
HomF(res	 A⊗ B; C) ∼= HomH(A;HomF(P	 ⊗ B; C))
and
res	 A⊗ B⊗F D ∼= A⊗H P	 ⊗ B⊗F D:
Proof. Note that we have an obvious isomorphism res	 A⊗B ∼= (A⊗H P	)⊗B=A⊗H
(P	 ⊗ B) (see [3; 9.15]). Using the adjoint isomorphism [3; 9.21]; we have
HomH(A;HomF(P	 ⊗ B; C))∼=HomF(A⊗H (P	 ⊗ B); C)
∼=HomF(res	 A⊗ B; C):
Dually and using Lemma 3.1 instead of the adjoint isomorphism we obtain
A⊗H (P	 ⊗ B⊗F D) ∼= (A⊗H (P	 ⊗ B))⊗F D ∼= (res	 A⊗ B)⊗F D:
Let Q∗  R and P∗  R be chain complexes in ModHH and ModFG, respectively.
We deAne, for any C in ModFG and D in G-ModF,
Ep;q0 = HomH(Qp;HomF(P
	 ⊗ Pq; C)) ∼= HomF(res	 Qp ⊗ Pq; C)
and
E0p;q = Qp ⊗H P	 ⊗ Pq ⊗F D ∼= res	 Qp ⊗ Pq ⊗F D;
where the two isomorphisms are Proposition 3.2. Then
Ep;q0 ⇒ Hp+q (HomF(Tot(res	 Q∗ ⊗ P∗∗); C))
and
E0p;q ⇒ Hp+q(Tot(res	 Q∗ ⊗ P∗∗)⊗F D): (∗)
From now on, we will assume that G=H and that 	 is induced from a map which
we also denote 	: F → H such that if there is a G-map G=L1 g→ G=L2 in OFG then
there is also a G-map G=	(L1)
g→ G=	(L2) in OHG. We will consider the following
conditions for any S ∈H :
(1) For g∈G and L∈F, Lg6 S if and only if 	(L)g6 S.
(2) F ∩ S ⊆ F. In this case, we may consider the inclusion functor which we will
denote
iS : F ∩ S → F
L → L:
Note that if the family F is assumed to be closed under taking subgroups, or if H ⊆ F
and F is intersection closed, then condition (2) obviously holds. Also, if H is subgroup
closed, then condition (1) implies that F ⊆ H.
Lemma 3.3. Let S ∈H such that F ∩ S ⊆ F. Let M be the (F;F ∩ S)-bimodule given
by M (G=L; S=K) = PGK (G=L). Then; as contra-F-modules
B⊗ PGS ∼= B⊗F∩S M = indiS resiS B:
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Proof. Let L∈F. We deAne
B(G=L)⊗ PGS (G=L)→ B⊗F∩S M (G=L;−)
b⊗ h → (h−1)∗b⊗ h∈B(G=Lh)⊗ PGLh(G=L)
and
B⊗F∩S M (G=L;−)→ B(G=L)⊗ PGS (G=L)
B(G=K)⊗ PGK (G=L)  b⊗ h → h∗b⊗ h:
One easily checks that these maps yield well-deAned isomorphisms in ModFG. The
last equality is just the deAnition of indiS as in [3; 9.15].
Denition 3.4. Let HomF∩−(B; C) and B ⊗F∩− D denote the modules in ModHG
and G-ModH which send S ∈H to HomF∩S(B; C) and B ⊗F∩S D; respectively. The
morphisms are as follows: let x: G=S → G=S1 be a G-map; that is; Sx6 S1; then
x∗: HomF∩S1 (B; C)→ HomF∩S(B; C)
f → x∗f
with (x∗f)K for K ∈F ∩ S being the composition
B(G=K)
(x−1)∗−−−−−→B(G=Kx) fKx−−−−−→C(G=Kx) x
∗
−−−−−→C(G=K)
and
x∗: B⊗F∩S D→ B⊗F∩S1 D
B(G=K)⊗ D(G=K)  b⊗ d → (x−1)∗b⊗ x∗d∈B(G=Kx)⊗ D(G=Kx):
In the sequel, when we restrict modules with respect to is, we will not write resiS .
However, note that we do write res	 when restricting with respect to 	.
Proposition 3.5. Let PG be the bi-(F;H) module given by PG(G=L; G=S) = PGS (G=L).
If F and H verify (2); we have natural isomorphisms in ModHG and G-ModH; re-
spectively
HomF∩−(B; C) ∼= HomF(B⊗ PG; C)
and
B⊗F∩− D ∼= (B⊗ PG)⊗F D:
Proof. Let M denote again the (F;F ∩ S)-bimodule with M (G=L; S=K) = PGK (G=L). In
fact; PG and M are restrictions to di4erent families of subgroups of the same functor;
we just denote them di4erently to avoid confusion. The Yoneda Lemma yields a natural
isomorphism C ∼= HomF(M;C) in ModF∩S S. Therefore; using the adjoint isomorphism
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and Lemma 3.3 we have
HomF∩S(B; C)∼=HomF∩S(B;HomF(M;C))
∼=HomF(B⊗F∩S M; C)
∼=HomF(B⊗ PGS ; C):
For the second isomorphism; we need the dual version of Yoneda’s Lemma; that is; the
natural isomorphism D ∼= PG⊗FD given by D(G=K)  d → 1⊗d∈PGK (G=K)⊗D(G=K).
Restricting it to F ∩ S yields D ∼= M ⊗F D. Then; by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3
B⊗F∩S D ∼= B⊗F∩S (M ⊗F D) ∼= (B⊗F∩S M)⊗F D ∼= (B⊗ PGS )⊗F D:
Now we only have to see that these are in fact isomorphisms in ModHG and G-ModH.
But this is easily checked taking into account that they can be explicitly stated as
follows. First; consider
HomF∩S(B; C)
#

$
HomF(B⊗ PGS ; C):
Let T ∈HomF∩S(B; C) and L∈F; then
(#T )L: B(G=L)⊗ PGS (G=L)→ C(G=L)
b⊗ h → h∗TLh(h−1)∗b:
Conversely; if &∈HomF(B⊗ PGS ; C) and K ∈F ∩ S;
($&)K : B(G=K)→ C(G=K)
b → &K (b⊗ 1):
The other two isomorphisms
B⊗F∩S D '→
&
B⊗ PGS ⊗F D
are induced by
B(G=L)⊗ PGS (G=L)⊗ D(G=L) &→ B(G=Lg)⊗ D(G=Lg)
b⊗ g⊗ d → (g−1)∗b⊗ g∗d
and
B(G=K)⊗ D(G=K) '→ B(G=K)⊗ PGS (G=K)⊗ D(G=K)
b⊗ g⊗ d → (g−1)∗b⊗ g∗d:
Proposition 3.6. If both conditions (1) and (2) hold; then
HomF(res	 A⊗ B; C) ∼= HomH(A;HomF∩−(B; C))
and
res	 A⊗ B⊗F D ∼= A⊗H B⊗F∩− D:
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Proof. Condition (1) implies that the (F;H)-bimodules P	 and PG are equal and there-
fore HomF(P	 ⊗ B; C) = HomF(B ⊗ PG; C). Thus; it su=ces to use Propositions 3.2
and 3.5. The same argument works for the other two modules.
Lemma 3.7. Let S6G such that F ∩ S ⊆ F and let iS : OF∩S S → OFG be the
functor induced by the inclusion. Then; the restriction functor resiS respects projective
modules.
Proof. It su=ces to prove that; for any K ∈F; resiS PGK is a projective module in
ModF∩S S. Let S \ G=K be a set of representatives of the double classes of S and
K in G. Then; we claim that
resiS P
G
K
∼=
⊕
g∈S\G=K
PS
S∩Kg−1 :
To construct this isomorphism take into account that G is the disjoint join of the classes
tgK; where g runs over S \G=K and t runs over S=S ∩Kg−1 and that if L∈F∩ S then
Ltg6K if and only if Lt6 S ∩ Kg−1 . Consider the map which sends each tg to t in
the direct summand of PS
S∩Kg−1 . It is obviously an isomorphism in ModF∩S S. Since
each S ∩ Kg−1 ∈F ∩ S; the right-hand module is projective so the lemma follows.
Denition 3.8. Let P∗  R be a projective resolution of R in ModFG and assume
that conditions (1) and (2) hold. We deAne for each q the following modules which
are in ModHG and G-ModH; respectively:
HgF∩−(−; C) = Hq(HomF∩−(P∗; C))
and
HF∩−q (−; D) = Hq(P∗ ⊗F∩− D):
By the previous lemma this notation makes sense, that is, for each S ∈H, HqF∩S(S; C)
is in fact the qth cohomology of C seen as module in ModF∩S S and the same happens
for homology.
Theorem 3.9. Let F and H be families of subgroups of G and 	: F → H satisfying
assumptions (1) and (2). Then for any C and D modules in ModFG and in G-ModF;
respectively; there are spectral sequences
Ep;q2 = H
p
H(G;H
q
F∩−(−; C))⇒ Hp+qF (G;C)
and
E2p;q =H
H
p (G;H
F∩−
q (−; D))⇒ HFp+q(G;D):
Proof. Take Q∗  R to be a projective resolution of R in ModHG and P∗  R a
projective resolution of R in ModFG and consider the associated spectral sequences (∗).
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Recall that projectives are Lat and therefore we may compute homology via projective
resolutions. By [1; 3.4.2] and Proposition 3.6 we now have 2 terms
Ep;q2 = H
p
H(G;H
q(HomF∩−(P∗; C))) = H
p
H(G;H
q
F∩−(−; C))
and
E2p;q =H
H
p (G;Hq(P∗ ⊗F∩− D)) = HHp (G;HF∩−q (−; D)):
On the other hand; each res	 Qp ⊗ Pq is a projective contra-F-module (see [6; 3.2]);
thus Tot(res	 Qp ⊗ Pq) R is also a projective resolution of R in ModFG. Therefore
Ep;q2 ⇒ Hp+q(HomFTot(res	 Q∗ ⊗ P∗∗); C)) = Hp+qF (G;C)
and
E2p;q ⇒ Hp+q (Tot(res	 Q∗ ⊗ P∗∗)⊗F D) = HFp+q(G;D):
Remark 3.10. Using Proposition 3.6; we also may construct a spectral sequence con-
verging to the Bredon (co)homology of a G-space X with stabilizers in F. To do that;
let P∗  R be the cellular chain complex of contra-F-modules associated to X ; and
take Q∗  R to be a projective resolution of R in ModH (G). The same argument as
in Theorem 3.9 yields spectral sequences
Ep;q2 = H
q
H(G;H
q
F∩−(X; C))⇒ Hp+qF (X; C)
and
E2p;q =H
H
p (G;H
F∩−
q q(X;D))⇒ HFp+q(X;D);
where HqF∩−(X; C) = H
q(HomF∩−(P∗; C)) and the analogous for homology. Note that
if F is subgroup closed; the spectral sequences in Theorem 3.9 are a particular case of
these.
In the case when G is a Anite group and H is subgroup closed, the spectral sequence
in Remark 3.10 corresponding to cohomology was obtained using di4erent methods by
Slominska [8].
4. First consequences
In this section, we list a number of consequences of the existence of the spectral
sequences of Theorem 3.9. We begin with a corollary on (co)homological dimensions.
Note that by Nucinkis [7] the cohomological and homological dimensions di4er at most
by one.
Corollary 4.1. Let F; H; 	:F → H as in the second section satisfying assumptions
(1) and (2) and assume that we have integers n and m such that for any S ∈H;
cdF∩S S6 n and hdF∩S S6m. Then
cdFG6 n+ cdHG
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and
hdFG6m+ hdHG:
Remark 4.2. If cdHG=1; then by [5; 2.14] one may obtain from the spectral sequences
in Theorem 3.9 and for any C ∈ModFG; D∈G-ModF Mayer–Vietoris long exact
sequences as in [5; 2.32]. For example; if H is subgroup closed; R=Z and there exists
a model for EH of dimension one on which G acts with edge stabilizers Se and vertex
stabilizers Sv we have
: : :→ HnF(G;C)→
⊕
[v]
HnF∩Sv (Sv; C)→
⊕
[e]
HnF∩Se (Se; C)→ Hn+1F (G;C)→ · · ·
and
· · · → HFn+1(G;D)→
⊕
[e]
HF∩Sen (Se; D)→
⊕
[v]
HF∩Svn (Sv; D)→ HFn (G;D)→ · · · :
The spectral sequences of Theorem 3.9 are constructed using projective resolutions
of R, but we can repeat the entire process without any change for a contra-F-module
B, a contra-H-module A and projective resolutions P∗  B and Q∗  A in ModFG
and ModHG, respectively. Then, deAning
ExtqF∩−(B; C) = H
q(HomF∩−(P∗; C))
and
TorF∩−q (B;D) = Hq(P∗ ⊗F∩− D)
we obtain
Theorem 4.3. There are spectral sequences
Ep;q2 = Ext
p
H(A;Ext
q
F∩−(B; C))⇒ Extp+qF (res	 A⊗ B; C)
and
E2p;q = Tor
H
p (A;Tor
F∩−
q (B;D))⇒ TorFp+q(res	 A⊗ B;D):
There are also bounds for the projective and 8at dimensions of res	 A ⊗ B as in
Corollary 4.1.
Also, all the results in the remainder of the paper could equally be written for Ext,
Tor groups and projective, Lat dimensions.
Condition (1) on a map 	: F→H implies that for any L∈F, 	(L)=∩{S ∈H: L6S}.
This yields:
Lemma 4.4. Let H; F be families of subgroups of G. If there exists a map 	: F→ H
satisfying (1) then for any L∈F there is some S ∈H with L6 S. Conversely; if H is
intersection closed; then 	(L) = ∩{S ∈H: L6 S} is such a map.
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Corollary 4.5. Assume that H ⊆ F with both F and H intersection closed families of
subgroups and that for any L∈F there is some S ∈H with L6 S. Then
HnH(G;C) ∼= HnF(G;C)
and
HFn (G;D) ∼= HFn (G;D):
Proof. Let S ∈H. As H ⊆ F; S ∈F so the cohomology and homology of C and D in
ModF∩S S; S-ModF∩S annihilate except of degree n = 0; where they take the values
C(G=S) and D(G=S); respectively.
This result can also be proved in a direct way since the hypothesis imply that, for
	 the functor as in Lemma 4.4, res	 respects projectives and therefore there is an
Eckmann–Shapiro Lemma.
In some cases, as for example if G is Anite and F is the family of all the p-subgroups
of G, the family F has maximal elements and each L∈F is contained in at least one
of these maximal elements.
Denition 4.6. We call the family F bounded if for each L∈F the exists at least one
M ∈F with L6M and M maximal in F.
Assume that F is bounded and let H be the family of the subgroups which are inter-
sections of maximal elements of F. Then by Corollary 4.5, in these cases, the family
F can be substituted by H without change in the computation of Bredon (co)homology
groups of any D∈G-ModF, C ∈ModFG.
But many interesting families, as the family of the Anite subgroups, may not be
bounded. However, as we will see next, in some cases we may “complete” the family F,
that is, deAne a new family in which we “add” the maximal elements which are missed
in F. The nice fact is that this completion does not a4ect too much the (co)homology.
Denition 4.7. We deAne the completion of a family F as
Fˆ= F
⋃
{colim Li: L16L26 · · ·6Li6 · · · chain of subgroups Li ∈F}:
Here and in the sequel, by colim we mean Altered colimit. Fˆ is easily seen to be
closed under conjugation in G and intersection with elements of Fˆ. Assume, moreover,
that for any S =colim Li, F∩ S =
⋃{F∩ Li}, we claim that then Fˆ is bounded. To see
this, consider a chain S16 S26 · · ·6 Si6 · · · in Fˆ such that Sj=colim Lji with Lji ∈F.
Then for each Lji 6 Sj6 Sj+1 we may choose an L
j+1
l(i; j) with L
j
i 6L
j+1
l(i; j). This means
that, up to a possible change of indices, we may assume that Lji 6L
j+1
i . Therefore by
a diagonal argument S = colim Si is also a colimit of a chain of subgroups in F, thus
S ∈ Fˆ.
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Theorem 4.8. Let F be any intersection closed family of subgroups of G and Fˆ its
completion. Assume that for any S = colim Li; F ∩ S =
⋃{F ∩ Li}. Then
cdFG6 1 + cdFˆG
and
hdFG6 hdFˆG:
Proof. Take 	 :F → Fˆ to be the inclusion; then F; Fˆ and 	 satisfy conditions (1)
and (2) of the second section. Let S = colim Li with Li ∈F; to apply Corollary 4.1 we
need to compute cdF∩S S and hdF∩S S. The contra-F ∩ S-modules PSLi are projective;
moreover they form a directed system in ModF∩S S. We claim that the colimit of this
system is the constant F ∩ S-module R. To see this; recall that for any K ∈F ∩ S we
can describe the colimit of the system {PSLi(S=K)} as the cokernel of the map
/ :
⊕
i6j
PSLi(S=K)→
⊕
i
PSLi(S=K)
induced by g[i; j] → g[j]−g[i]; where g stands for the S-map induced by g∈ S and the
brackets indicate to which summand it belongs; so that for example g[i] is the S-map
g : S=K → S=Li. Now; using the same notation; we deAne
0 :
⊕
i
PSLi(S=K)→ R
induced by g[i] → 1∈R. As we are assuming that F∩S=⋃{F∩Li}; it follows that for
i big enough; K ∈F∩Li; and thus 0 is surjective. Clearly; Im/ ⊆ Ker 0; let us see that
in fact equality holds. Take
∑n
j=1 rjgj[ij]∈Ker 0. Then
∑n
j=1 rj = 0. We may choose
an Lk such that for each j; Lij ⊆ Lk and also gj ∈Lk ; so that the S-map induced by
each gj in PSLk (S=K) is the trivial S-map. Then; /(−
∑n
j=1 rjgj[ij; k])=−
∑n
j=1 rjgj[k]+∑n
j=1 rjgj[ij] =
∑n
j=1 rjgj[ij]. Note; moreover; that all the considered maps are in fact
morphisms in ModF∩S S. Now; by Luck and Nucinkis [7;3] a colimit of projectives
is Lat and has projective dimension smaller or equal to one; thus cdF∩S S6 1 and
hdF∩S S = 0.
Remark 4.9. Note that if F is any intersection closed family contained in the family of
the Anite subgroups; then the assumptions in the previous result obviously hold; since
then any K ∈F ∩ S is Anite and as S = colim Li we have K6Li for Li big enough;
thus K ∈F ∩ Li.
5. A Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence
We may use Theorem 3.9 to construct a Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence
in Bredon (co)homology. To do that, let N/G and let F be any family of subgroups of
G. Take WH to be a family of subgroups of WG=G=N satisfying the following two condi-
tions: (i) For any L∈F, LN=N ∈ WH and (ii) for any S=N ∈ WH, F∩S ⊆ F. For instance, if
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we chose F and WH to be the families of the Anite subgroups of G and WG, respectively,
these assumptions are clearly satisAed. Let H= {S6G :N6 S and=N ∈ WH} and
	 :F → H
L → LN:
Then, F, H and 	 verify conditions (1) and (2) of the previous section. Moreover,
we have natural equivalences of categories
ModHG → Mod WH WG G-ModH → G-Mod WH
and
C → WC D → WD;
where WC( WG= WS) = C(G=S) for WS = S=N ∈ WH and the same for WD. These equivalences
induce clearly isomorphisms in homology and cohomology so that
HnH(G;C) ∼= HnWH( WG; WC)
and
HnH(G;D) ∼= H WHn ( WG; WD):
Theorem 5.1. Under the previous assumptions there are spectral sequences
Ep;q2 = H
p
WH
( WG;HqF∩−(−; C))⇒ Hp+qF (G;C)
and
E2p;q =H
WH
p ( WG;H
F∩−
p (−; C))⇒ HFp+q(G;D):
We also may deduce the next result, which is Corollary 4.1 in this particular case.
It can be seen, in what respects to cohomological dimension, as an algebraic version
of LDuck [4, 3.1].
Corollary 5.2. Under the previous assumptions; assume that there are integers n and
m such that for any S ∈H; cdF∩S S6 n; hdF∩S S6m. Then
cdFG6 n+ cd WH WG
and
hdFG6m+ hd WH WG:
6. Ordinary (co)homology
The last particular case we consider will be when F = {1}, that is, when ModFG
and G-ModF are just the categories of left and right RG-modules, respectively. Then,
let H be any family of subgroups of G with some T ∈H such that T6 S for any
S ∈H (for example, a family with 1∈H) and 	 :F→ H the map 	(1)=T . Obviously,
conditions (1) and (2) of the Arst section hold. Let C and D be a right and a left
RG-module, respectively. Then, we have
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Theorem 6.1. There are spectral sequences
HpH(G;H
q(−; C))⇒ Hp+q(G;C)
and
HHp (G;Hq(−; D))⇒ Hp+q(G;D):
We also deduce the corresponding result for dimensions. If the (co)homology of the
subgroups in S is trivial, as is the case if for example R = Q and H is contained in
the family of the Anite subgroups of G or if R is a Aeld of characteristic p and H is
contained in the family of the Anite subgroups of order prime with respect to p, then
HpH(G;C
(−)) = Hp(G;C)
and
HHp (G;C(−)) = Hp(G;C);
where C(−) and C(−) denote the functors sending each S ∈H to CS and CS , that is,
the invariants and coinvariants, respectively, under the action of S in C.
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